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a b s t r a c t
This paper presents an unsupervised, density-based approach to anomaly detection. The purpose is to
deﬁne a smooth yet effective measure of outlierness that can be used to detect anomalies in nonlinear
systems. The approach assigns each sample a local outlier score indicating how much one sample deviates from others in its locality. Speciﬁcally, the local outlier score is deﬁned as a relative measure of local
density between a sample and a set of its neighboring samples. To achieve smoothness in the measure,
we adopt the Gaussian kernel function. Further, to enhance its discriminating power, we use adaptive kernel width: in high-density regions, we apply wide kernel widths to smooth out the discrepancy between
normal samples; in low-density regions, we use narrow kernel widths to intensify the abnormality of
potentially anomalous samples. The approach is extended to an online mode with the purpose of detecting anomalies in stationary data streams. To validate the proposed approach, we compare it with several
alternatives using synthetic datasets; the approach is found superior in terms of smoothness, effectiveness and robustness. A further experiment on a real-world dataset demonstrated the applicability of the
proposed approach in fault detection tasks.
© 2017 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Anomaly detection, also called outlier detection, intends to detect observations which deviate so much from others that they
are suspected of being generated by nonconforming mechanisms
[1]. In industry, the process is known as fault detection and aims
to identify defective states of industrial systems, subsystems and
components. Early detection of such states can help to rectify system behavior and, consequently, to prevent unplanned breakdowns
and ensure system safety [2]. Fault detection constitutes a vital
component of Condition-Based Maintenance (CBM) and Prognostics and Health Management (PHM). Modern industrial systems
tend to be complex, so ﬁeld reliability data (incl. System Operating/ Environmental data, or SOE data) are often highly nonlinear.
This presents signiﬁcant challenges to anomaly detection applications.
Nonlinear modelling is considered one of the main challenges
wherein reliability meets Big Data [3]. Nonlinearity is an inherent phenomenon in nature. It is often approximated by linear or
piecewise linear relationships between features in practice; see
[4] for an example. But for complex systems, linear approximation
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may easily underﬁt the problem, leading to high bias. In light of
this, many nonlinear models have been proposed to directly depict the interactions between system inputs, states and outputs
for better anomaly detection. As a result, model-based approaches
constitute a signiﬁcant type of anomaly detection [5]. However,
the ﬁrst principle of the system must be known for these models to work well, and this is hard, especially in modern complex systems. Another type of anomaly detection attempts to acquire hidden knowledge from empirical data. This technique, the
knowledge-based data-driven approach, is now receiving more attention [5]. Knowledge-based anomaly detection can be further
divided into supervised and unsupervised approaches, depending
on whether the raw data are labeled or not. The former method
needs plentiful positive (anomalous) and negative (normal) data to
learn the underlying generating mechanisms of different classes of
data. Although anomalous data are easily obtained in laboratory
experiments, they are generally insuﬃcient in real-world applications [6,7]. Moreover, the generalization capability of supervised
approaches to situations that have never occurred (“unhappened”
anomalies) before is poor [8,9]. In this paper, we only consider unsupervised, knowledge-based, data-driven anomaly detection techniques.
In the unsupervised regime, many existing anomaly detection
techniques can deal with nonlinearity to a different extent. First,
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statistical methods detect anomalies based on the low probability of sample generation. Parametric ones typically require extensive a priori knowledge on the application to make strong assumptions on the data distribution; an example is the Gaussian Mixture
Model (GMM) [10]. Non-parametric methods, such as the Parzen
window estimator, estimate the probability density of data distribution using some smooth functions and then set a threshold to
single out anomalies [11,12]. Although they make no assumptions
on the data distribution, they may perform badly when different
density regions exist in the data. Second, density-based approaches
(in a spatial sense) are used for anomaly detection in the presence
of nonlinearity; of these, the Local Outlier Factor (LOF) approach
is the best known. LOF is free of assumptions on the data distributions and has many desired properties, such as computational
simplicity [13], but the metric local outlier factor is discontinuous
and highly dependent on its input parameter [14]. Third, an Artiﬁcial Neural Network (ANN) can handle nonlinearity because of
its nonlinear activation function and multi-layer architecture. SelfOrganizing Map (SOM) is a typical unsupervised ANN; it learns to
cluster groups of similar input patterns onto low-dimensional output spaces (most commonly a two-dimensional discrete lattice).
Even though SOM has been used in anomaly detection applications [15], its original purpose was dimensionality reduction or
clustering, not anomaly detection. Fourth, in the machine learning
ﬁeld, the kernel method is a common trick to deal with nonlinearity. In the kernel method, nonlinear transformations are conducted
from the original input space to a high-dimensional (possibly inﬁnite) feature space. Traditional linear approaches applied in the
feature space can then tackle nonlinear problems in the original
input space. Examples in the context of anomaly detection include
Support Vector Data Description (SVDD) and Kernel Principal Component Analysis (KPCA), and so on [16,17]. The main problem with
this type of learning is the lack of interpretability and the diﬃculty of tuning input parameters in an unsupervised fashion. An
inappropriate setting of input parameters may easily lead to underﬁtting or overﬁtting.
In this paper, we propose an adaptive kernel density-based
anomaly detection (Adaptive-KD for simplicity) approach with the
purpose of detecting anomalies in nonlinear systems. The approach
is instance-based and assigns a degree of being an anomaly to each
sample, i.e., a local outlier score. Speciﬁcally, the local outlier score
is a relative measure of local density between a point and a set
of its reference points. Here, the reference set is simply deﬁned
as geometrically neighboring points that are presumed to resemble similar data generating mechanisms. The measure local density
is deﬁned via a smooth kernel function. The innovation of the proposed approach is that when computing local density, the kernel
width parameter is adaptively set depending on the average distance from one candidate to its neighboring points: the larger the
distance, the narrower the width, and vice versa. This way of setting kernel width is exactly opposite to common practices in adaptive density estimation applications. To the best of our knowledge,
this is the ﬁrst time that the above idea is applied in the ﬁeld of
anomaly detection. The beneﬁt of using the approach lies in the
enhancement of discriminating power of the outlierness measure,
which allows the contrast between potentially anomalous points
and normal points to be highlighted and the discrepancy between
normal points to be smoothed out, something desired in nonlinear anomaly detection applications. We extend the approach to
an online mode to conduct anomaly detection in stationary data
streams. To evaluate the proposed approach, we compare it with
several alternatives using both synthetic and real-world datasets.
The results demonstrate the eﬃcacy of our approach in terms of
smoothness, effectiveness, and robustness.
The rest of the paper proceeds as follows. In Section 2, we introduce two density-based anomaly detection approaches that are

closely related to this research. The discussion of the strengths and
weaknesses of them leads to our original motivation for this study.
We present the Adaptive-KD approach in Section 3; in this section,
we focus on the computation of local density using adaptive kernel width. The approach is then consolidated to an integrated algorithm and extended to an online mode to detect anomalies in a
stationary data stream. In Section 4, we compare the smoothness,
effectiveness, and robustness of our approach with several alternatives, including LOF, SVDD and KPCA, using synthetic datasets. The
veriﬁcation of the approach using a real-world dataset is also presented. Finally, in Section 5, we offer a conclusion.
2. Related work
Density is often interpreted from the perspective of probability
as the mass of likelihood a random variable can take on a given
value or interval. It is naturally connected to the degree of belongingness of one sample to a certain class (e.g. normal or abnormal).
Non-parametric density estimation can be achieved through either
the kernel approach or the k nearest neighbor approach. The former uses information on the number of samples falling into a region of ﬁxed size, while the latter considers the size of the region
containing a ﬁxed number of samples [12]. Corresponding to these
two main types, in this section we brieﬂy introduce two densitybased anomaly detection approaches, the Parzen window estimate
for anomaly detection and the local outlier factor. The discussion
clariﬁes the motivation for this study.
2.1. Parzen window estimate for anomaly detection
The Parzen window estimate, also called the Kernel Density Estimate (KDE), is a non-parametric method to estimate the probability density function of random variables. Low probability density may imply that the occurrence of a sample does not conform to an underlying data generating mechanism, hence indicating a possible anomaly, and vice versa. Let X (a m by n matrix) denote m independently and identically distributed samples
{x1 , x2 , . . . xm } drawn from some unknown probability density p(x)
in a n-dimensional Euclidean space. The kernel density estimator
at x is given by:

pˆ (x ) =

x − x 
m
1  −n
i
h K
m
h

(1)

i=1

where K( · ) represents a kernel function, and h is the width parameter for controlling the smoothness of the estimator. The coefﬁcients 1/m and h−n normalize the density estimate such that it
integrates to one in the domain of x. Commonly used kernel functions include Gaussian, Laplace, Epanechnikov, Uniform, Tri-cube
and many others. To achieve smoothness in the density estimation, a smoothing kernel is required. A smoothing kernel is a function of an argument which satisﬁes these properties: ∫ K (x )dx = 1,
∫ xK (x )dx = 0, and ∫ x2 K (x )dx > 0 [8].
To detect anomalies from the given set X, we can evaluate the
density of all the samples using formula (1), and then set a threshold on this univariate density [18]. The samples with small density
may be regarded as potential anomalies. In contrast to parametric approaches, the Parzen window estimate is free of assumptions
on the data distribution and, hence, is of greater practical importance. That being said, however, it may perform badly in detecting
anomalies in datasets containing several clusters with signiﬁcant
differences in their densities. This is shown by the example explained below and illustrated in Fig. 1.
In Fig. 1, point o (the red asterisk) is an anomaly adjacent to the
dense cluster C1 (the blue points) and far away from the scattered
cluster C2 (the black points). Suppose L2 norm is chosen as the distance measure, and the uniform kernel with width dc is adopted. If
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the distance in ascending order). The purpose of introducing reachability distance is to reduce statistical ﬂuctuation in the distance
measure.
Intuitively, local reachability density is a measure that can reﬂect the size of the region containing a point’s k nearest neighbors. The smaller the local reachability density, the more conﬁdent we should be about the outlierness of a point, and vice versa.
However, local reachability density is not necessarily a measure of
local outlierness. It may suffer from the problem encountered in
Fig. 1 with the Parzen window estimator for anomaly detection. To
resolve this problem, LOF deﬁnes a secondary metric, a local outlier factor, to measure local outlierness. The local outlier factor of
the ith point is deﬁned as follows:

LOF (xi ) =

Fig. 1. Parzen window estimator for anomaly detection; as a global measure of outlierness, it may fail to detect the outlying point o in the data. (For interpretation of
the references to color in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

we ignore the normalization constant, pˆ (o) (the density of point o)
computed using formula (1) can be intuitively interpreted as the
number of points falling in the dc -ball (the dashed circle). Given
the magnitude of dc in Fig. 1, pˆ (o) may be higher than the density of many points in cluster C2. A threshold set for the density
estimate that is large enough to capture point o may also lead to
a high Type I error, i.e., false alarm rate, because the density estimate here is a global measure of outlierness. Thus, it lacks the
power to discriminate the outlying point o from those points in a
less dense cluster, C2. Apart from this, a ﬁxed kernel width in formula (1) is not advisable in segregating potential anomalies from
normal samples, as will be discussed in Section 3.
2.2. Local outlier factor
Although the k nearest neighbor density estimator converges
to the underlying probability density as the number of samples
goes to inﬁnity, the model produced by the k nearest neighbors
approach is not a valid probability density model because its integral over all space diverges [12]. Thus, the nearest neighbor density
estimator is rarely used in density estimation problems. However,
the underlying idea remains instructive in many other problems.
For example, the Local Outlier Factor (LOF) approach deﬁnes density based on the size of the region containing k nearest neighbors.
In LOF, the so-called “local reachability density” of the ith point is
deﬁned as follows:



lrd(xi ) = 1/



j∈kNN(xi )

reach-distk xi , x j









 

j∈kN N (xi )

lrd x j

lrd (xi )

(4)

This is a relative measure computing the quotient between the
average local reachability densities of a point’s k nearest neighbors
and the point’s own local reachability density. Typically, points
with a local outlier factor around (or less than) one should be
considered normal, as their densities are roughly the same as (or
larger than) the average density of their neighbouring points. A
point with a local outlier factor remarkably larger than one is more
likely to be an anomaly.
The key to deﬁning a local outlierness measure (e.g., a local outlier score) is to compare the primary metric (e.g., local reachability
density) of a point with those of its reference points (e.g., k nearest
neighbors). Based on the LOF approach and many of its variants, a
recent study has pointed out that the importance of deﬁning the
outlierness measure in a local sense is that a local outlierness measure is relatively more invariant to the ﬂuctuations in the density
estimate and, hence, is more comparable over a dataset with varying densities [19].
Despite its extensive applications in the real world, the LOF approach has two drawbacks: First, the primary metric (local reachability density) is not smooth, and this may cause discontinuities
in the measure of the local outlier factor, as will be shown in
Section 4. Second, its accuracy is very sensitive to the input parameter, namely, the number of nearest neighbors. A bad selection
of this parameter can easily conceal the structure in the data and
lead to a failure to detect potential anomalies; see Fig. 5 (1d) for
an example.
With the aim of fostering the strengths of and circumventing
the weaknesses in the above two approaches, this study combines
them to get a smooth local outlierness measure that can detect
anomalies from nonlinear data. The LOF approach provides a basic
scheme for deﬁning local outlierness, while the idea of using kernel functions in the Parzen window estimate approach is helpful
in deriving a smooth density estimate. To enhance the discriminating power of the local outlierness measure, we explore the use of
ﬂexible kernel widths, as has been done in some “adaptive” kernel
density estimation approaches.

(2)

k

3. Adaptive kernel density-based anomaly detection approach

where kNN(xi ) denotes the index set of the ith point’s k nearest
neighbors, and reach-distk (xi , xj ) is called the reachability distance
of point xi with respect to xj in the set kNN(xi ), as deﬁned in the
following:



1
k



 

reach-distk xi , x j = max d xi , x j , k − dist x j

(3)

In formula (3), d(xi , xj ) is a measure of distance (e.g. L2 norm.)
from point xi to xj , and k-dist(xj ) is the distance from point xj to
its kth nearest neighbor (the kth element in kNN(xj ) after sorting

Anomaly detection aims to identify observations which deviate
so much from others that they are suspected of being generated
by nonconforming mechanisms. A desirable anomaly detection approach should not only produce a binary output (abnormal or normal) but also assign a degree of being an anomaly to each observation. Based upon the two approaches introduced above, this section suggests using an adaptive kernel density-based approach to
measure this degree of deviation. We start with the general idea of
the approach; we then introduce the computation into local density and local outlier scores. We consolidate the parts in an inte-
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grated algorithm and extend it to an online mode. Finally, we discuss the time complexity.
3.1. General idea of the approach
The main purpose of the Adaptive-KD approach is to compute
the degree of deviation of data points in a local sense. The signiﬁcance of measuring the outlierness of a point locally has been
highlighted in Section 2. To maintain a uniform notation, we follow
the deﬁnition in Section 2 and let X be a given dataset containing
m data points in Rn . The Adaptive-KD approach attempts to deﬁne
a function f mapping from X to a real valued vector LOS in Rm ; i.e., f:
X → LOS, where LOS(xi ) represents the ith point’s local outlier score.
To obtain a local measure of outlierness, the Adaptive-KD approach follows the basic steps of the LOF approach: deﬁning the
reference set, deriving the primary metric (local density), and then
computing the secondary metric (local outlierness) based on the
primary metric and the reference set. The main difference lies
in the second step – how to compute samples’ local density. To
achieve smoothness in the ﬁnal local outlierness measure, we
adopt the idea of the Parzen window estimate to deﬁne the primary metric using a smooth kernel function. To enhance the ability to discriminate anomalous samples from normal ones, we use
adaptive kernel width. The general idea of using adaptive kernel
width to deﬁne local density is elucidated below.
In a classical density estimation problem using the Parzen window estimate, the width parameter h is ﬁxed for all points. However, in regions of high density, a large width may lead to oversmoothing and a washing out of structure that might otherwise
be learned from the data, while a small width may result in noisy
estimates in regions of low density. Thus, the optimal choice for
the width may be dependent on concrete locations within the data
space. A natural solution to this problem is to apply small h in
high-density regions and large h in low-density regions [20,21]. But
acquiring the information about high-density and low-density regions requires knowing the density, which is precisely the purpose
of density estimation. Earlier studies tackled this paradox by using
adaptive kernel density estimation, an example of which is Silverman’s rule [22,23]. This rule uses the information on the average
distance from a point to its k nearest neighbors as a rough estimate to the density of the point and deﬁnes the kernel width hi as
follows:

hi =

[m5G;October 15, 2017;1:25]

c
k





d xi , x j



(5)

j∈kN N (xi )

where c is a user-deﬁned parameter controlling the overall
smoothing effect. The density estimate is then given by:

pˆ (x ) =

x − x 
m
1  −n
i
hi K
m
hi

(6)

i=1

In the context of anomaly detection, the favored settings for the
kernel width are exactly the opposite of those in density estimation problems. In other words, a large width is preferred in highdensity regions, and a small width is preferred in low-density regions. First, in high-density regions, although there may be some
interesting structures, they are typically not of interest to us because they are non-informative in attempts to distinguish anomalies from normal samples. Moreover, an over-smoothing density estimate in high-density regions may reduce the variance of the local outlierness measure of the normal samples, which is helpful
to single out anomalies. Second, in low-density regions, a narrow
width will lead to smaller density estimates because the contribution from the “long tail” of a kernel is likely to be greatly reduced.
This can make anomalous points stand out and enhance the sensitivity of the approach to anomalies. To make a concrete example,

let us consider the following one-dimensional dataset {1, 2, 3, 4, 5,
10}, in which the last element is suspicious of being abnormal. If
we apply the idea described in the above properly, the dataset may
be transformed to {2.8, 2.9, 3, 3.1, 3.2, 20}. In this new dataset, we
are more conﬁdent to conclude the abnormality of the last element.
3.2. Computation of local density using adaptive kernel width
To distinguish our approach from the above-described adaptive
kernel density estimation approach, we use ri and ρ (xi ) to denote
the kernel width and the local density of the ith point respectively.
It is worth noting that the metric local density in our approach
does not need to be a probability density; hence, the normalization constant in formula (6) can be ignored. Nor do we need to
deﬁne local density for the whole data space; a metric deﬁned on
each data point in a given set is suﬃcient. By applying the Gaussian kernel, also known as the Radial Basis Function (RBF), the ith
point’s local density is given as follows:

ρ ( xi ) =

1
m−1


j∈{1,2,...,m}\{i}

 x − x 2
i
j

exp −

ri

(7)

The right-hand side of formula (7) excludes the contribution
2
from the ith point itself (i.e., exp{−(xi − xi ) /ri 2 } = 1) in the summation. The purpose is to highlight the relative difference in density between different points (e.g., the quantity 0.1/0.3 is much less
than the quantity 1.1/1.3). In addition, the subscript of the kernel
width in formula (7) is different from the one in formula (6). It is
only associated with the point of our concern, also known as “Balloon estimators”, leading to a simple explanation of one point’s local density as the following: the average contribution from the remaining points in the Gaussian kernel with a locality dependent
width [24,25]. A more intuitive interpretation is illustrated by a
one-dimensional example containing ﬁve points {x1 , x2 , x3 , x4 , x5 }
in Fig. 2(a). The point x2 ’s local density is the average height of the
blue, solid, vertical lines underneath the Gaussian kernel evaluation. From Fig. 2(a), it is also evident that local density reﬂects the
extent to which one point is supported by others. The more neighboring points close to the point of concern, the larger its local density, and vice versa. To further explain our intuition of using adaptive bandwidths, we consider the following two extreme cases: if
we let x2 ’s bandwidth approach inﬁnity, the Gaussian function in
the graph will tend to be ﬂat. The contribution (the blue vertical lines) from other points (x1 , x3 , x4 , x5 ) to the calculation of x2 ’s
density using Eq. (7) would approach 1 exactly, causing ρ (x2 ) = 1.
Similarly, if we let all the points’ bandwidths approach inﬁnity,
their densities would all end up being 1. This explains why a large
bandwidth may blur out the difference between points’ density. On
the other hand, if we shrink x2 ’s bandwidth toward 0, the Gaussian
function in the graph becomes a Dirac Delta function. This implies
only those points in the given dataset would have non-zero density, whereas others would have zero density. This explains why
a small bandwidth can intensify the density difference between
points.
As argued above, the width ri should be locality dependent. A
large ri is preferred in high-density regions and a small one in lowdensity regions. This is intuitively demonstrated in Fig. 2(b) where
the kernel evaluations of three different points are plotted. The
leftmost bell curve (in red) corresponding to the outlying point x1
has the narrowest shape. The middle bell curve (in black) associated with x2 has the widest shape because the point is near the
center. The rightmost bell curve (in green) is associated with x5
and has an intermediate width. As expected, this locality dependent width will lead to two results: points that are far away from
others will be more isolated, and the discrepancy between normal
points will be blurred.
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Fig. 2. Illustration of (a) deﬁnition of local density, and (b) locality dependent width. (For interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred
to the web version of this article.)

Now, we discuss how to adaptively set the width parameter ri in formula (7). Given the role of kernel width, we restrict it to be strictly positive. For the ith point, we let dk (xi )
denote the average distance to its k nearest neighbors; i.e.,

dk (xi ) = (1/k ) j∈kNN{x } d (xi , x j ). Further, we let dk-max and dk-min ,
i
respectively, be the largest and the smallest quantity in the
set {dk (xi )| i = 1, 2, . . . , m}. Similar to Silverman’s rule, we can ﬁrst
use dk (x) as a rough estimate of points’ density and then construct
a negative correlation between the width r and dk (x). Given these
requirements, we deﬁne the ith point’s width ri as follows:

ri = c[dk−max + dk−min + ε − dk (xi )]

(8)

where c (c > 0) is again the scaling factor controlling the overall
smoothing effect, and ɛ is a signiﬁcantly small positive quantity
(e.g., 10−5 ) ensuring that the width is non-zero (dk-min could be
zero in some exceptional cases). We have two reasons for bringing in the term dk−max + dk−min . First, the width satisﬁes the requirement of being positive. Second, even without the scaling factor c, the width and the numerator in the exponent of formula
(7) will be on the same scale. Some heuristic ways for selecting parameter c can now be applied. Silverman’s rule of thumb suggests
c should be from 0.5 to 1 in density estimation problems; this applies in our case. Note that the kernel width r in formula (8) has
a linearly negative correlation with the quantity dk (x). In general,
as long as the above-described requirements are satisﬁed, the relationship between these two quantities can be of any form, for
example: axisymmetric exponential functions. Of course, piecewise
functions can also be applied here to establish the relationship between r and dk (x), but the form of the function should depend on
the data structure of the problem and may be chosen differently
depending on the application.
3.3. Computation of local outlier score
The name “local density” does not imply a local measure of outlierness. Rather, it serves as the primary metric in deﬁning a relative measure of local outlierness, as in the LOF approach. The local

outlier score for the ith point is deﬁned as:

 
1
k

LOS (xi ) = log


= log

j∈kN N (xi )

 
ρ xj

ρ ( xi )



 
ρ x j − log [kρ (xi )]

(9)

j∈kN N (xi )

An intuitive interpretation of the above quantity is that it is a
relative comparison of the average local densities of one point’s
nearest neighbors and its own local density. The higher the local
outlier score, the more we are conﬁdent in classifying the point as
an anomaly, and vice versa. Here, the notion of locality is not only
reﬂected by the selection of reference set (k nearest neighbors),
but also by the deﬁnition of local density using adaptive kernel
width. Notably, it has a similar form with the LOF ratio as deﬁned
in formula (4). By introducing the monotonic logarithm function,
we can use the “log-sum-exp” trick to prevent numerical underﬂow or overﬂow problems. Note that it requires some work to apply the trick to the ﬁrst term of the second row in formula (9),
a “log-sum-sum-exp” operation, which is detailed in the appendix.
For illustrative purposes, the deﬁnitions of local density and local
outlier score are discussed separately; in practice, they should always be considered together to prevent numerical problems.
3.4. Model integration and its online extension
In the preceding sections, we have described the general idea
and the main steps of the Adaptive-KD approach, notably the procedure for calculating local density using adaptive kernel width.
Fig. 3 streamlines the steps and consolidates them in an integrated algorithm. Most contents of the pseudo code in Fig. 3 have
already been covered, with the exception of feature normalization. Feature normalization is an important technique to standardize the numeric ranges of different features. It avoids having features in greater numeric ranges dominate those in smaller ranges
in later calculations. In anomaly detection applications, we recom-
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Fig. 3. Adaptive kernel density based anomaly detection (Adaptive-KD) algorithm.

mend the use of the Z-score normalization rather than the MinMax scaling because the latter may suppress the effect of anomalies. The Z-score method normalizes the given matrix X to a dimensionless matrix X∗ . The i-th point xi can be normalized as follows: x∗i = (xi − x̄ )/σ , where x̄ and σ are the column-wise mean
vector and standard deviation vector of X.
After obtaining the local outlier score of each point, we may
want to classify which points are anomalous; we may even report
alarms accordingly. Unfortunately, there is no deterministic way to
map these continuous local outlier scores to binary labels, i.e., normal samples or anomalies. One simple way is to treat the top-most
points with largest local outlier scores as anomalies, with the number of anomalies pre-determined by the user. Another way is to
set a threshold and consider those objects with larger local outlier scores than the threshold as anomalies. We may also employ
a reject option, refusing to classify some points to a given class
because of lack of conﬁdence. The objective of introducing yet another parameter (threshold) is to provide us a way to balance between precision and recall, in other words, to ﬁnd a trade-off between committing either type I (false positive) or type II (false
negative) error.
The Adaptive-KD approach introduced above is only able to detect anomalies from a given dataset. From a computational perspective, the algorithm needs to be executed in a batch-mode fashion. We can easily extend the approach to an online mode to detect anomalies from streaming data. This is of special interest in
applications where real-time monitoring is of great importance.
For example, timeliness is a signiﬁcant factor in designing industrial fault detection applications. Typically, an online anomaly detection task has two phases: oﬄine model training and online testing, as shown in Fig. 4. In an unsupervised setting, the ﬁrst phase
tries to learn the normal behavior of the monitored system, and
the second phase compares newly generated samples against the
learned normal pattern upon their arrival. At testing time, the degree of deviation of a sample from the normal pattern is used
as evidence to discriminate anomalies from normal samples. This
type of scheme is also known as one-class anomaly detection in
machine learning, as it requires the training set to be restricted to
negative samples (i.e., normal samples). Assuming the training set
and testing set are already preprocessed, we explain the online extension of the Adaptive-KD approach in the following.
The oﬄine model training phase, as shown in Fig. 4, basically
follows the procedure of the Adaptive-KD algorithm in Fig. 3. Since
this phase intends to learn the pattern of system normal behavior,
it is worthwhile to meticulously select anomalous-free samples to

construct the training set. The existence of anomalies may reduce
the local outlier score of samples at testing time and could possibly lead to missed detections. To solve this, we add a data reﬁnement procedure to exclude those samples with remarkably high local outlier scores from the training set and then retrain the model.
Although the condition as to when data reﬁnement is needed is
somewhat subjective, it gives us a way to select representative
training sets. This is often not possible in one-class anomaly detection approaches, such as the SVDD approach.
The normal pattern learned in the ﬁrst phase is yielded as
model parameters which are used in the second phase. Since the
Adaptive-KD approach is an instance-based approach, the model
parameters consist of all samples in the training set (possibly reﬁned in the ﬁrst phase) and their local densities. Other intermediate parameters that can be reused in the testing phase should
also be included. For example, parameters x̄ and σ are required
to rescale online samples, and dk-min and dk-max are necessary for
computing kernel width of samples at testing time. Notably, our
model’s parameters are ﬁxed once trained. The fundamental assumption of this online extension is that the normal behavior of
the system does not evolve as time goes on (no concept drift in the
data stream). In other words, the monitored system is presumed
to be stationary, or the change in the system normal behavior is
negligible in the monitoring period. We can also retrain the model
regularly to absorb normal changes in the system.
The online testing phase takes in real-time samples and computes their local outlier scores sequentially. A single testing sample
goes through a routine similar to that of the ﬁrst phase. Model parameters learned in the ﬁrst phase provide necessary information
throughout the process, from feature normalization to the computation of local outlier score (dashed arrows). In the testing phase,
the average distance of the previously unseen online samples to
their k nearest neighbors could be extremely large. This may lead
to a negative kernel width when applying formula (8), violating
the positivity requirement. Thus, we redeﬁne the kernel width using the following rectiﬁed linear function. Without incurring ambiguity, we still use xi to denote the ith point irrespective of where
it comes from (training set or testing set).

ri =

c[dk−min + ε ], dk (xi ) > dk−max
c[dk−max + dk−min + ε − dk (xi )], otherwise

(10)

Apart from the above difference, the remaining computations
in the testing phase follow exactly the same procedure as given in
Fig. 3. Notably, the reference set of any testing samples originates
from the training set. After the local outlier score of an online
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Fig. 4. Online extension of Adaptive-KD algorithm for monitoring stationary systems.

sample computed, it is outputted to an external process to decide
whether or not there is an anomaly occurs. As mentioned earlier,
it is nontrivial to specify a threshold for singling out anomalous
points with large local outlier scores. In cases where we have labeled data, especially anomalous samples, cross validation can be
adopted to suggest the threshold, as is frequently done in supervised learning.
3.5. Time complexity analysis
In this section, we discuss the time complexity of the AdaptiveKD algorithm and its online extension. The most computationally
intensive steps in the algorithm are the derivation of k nearest
neighbors and the computation of local density, both of which take
the time complexity of O(m2 · max(n, k)). Thus, the overall time
complexity for the primitive Adaptive-KD algorithm and the ofﬂine model training phase (assuming there are m data points in
the training set) of its extension are O(m2 · max(n, k)). It is possible to reduce the computational cost by applying the following
considerations to the above two steps.
Choosing locality dependent kernel width is better than choosing a uniformly constant kernel width, but this increases the computational complexity of performing local density evaluation, as it
requires ﬁnding k nearest neighbors before ﬁguring out the kernel width of points. A typical way to reduce the time complexity of ﬁnding k nearest neighbors is to employ an indexing structure, such as k-d tree or R∗ tree. The time complexity can be
reduced to O(m · log(m) · max(n, k)) at the expense of additional
memory space. Another improvement, random projection, can alleviate the high computational cost of ﬁnding k nearest neighbors when the dimensionality is high. This is supported by the
Johnson-Lindenstrauss theorem claiming that a set of m points
in a high-dimensional Euclidean space can be embedded into a

O(log(m/ 2 ) ) dimensional Euclidean space such that any pairwise
distance changes only by a factor of (1 ±  ) [26].
The complication of local density computation lies in the Gaussian kernel evaluation, mainly because the Gaussian kernel has an
unbounded support. In other words, the Gaussian kernel function
needs to be evaluated for each point with respect to all remaining
points. While the shape of the kernel function may be important in
theoretical research, from a practical perspective, it matters far less
than the width parameter. Thus, other kernel functions with compact support, such as the Epanechnikov or the Tri-cube kernel, can
be adopted. However, they require introducing additional parameters to determine the size of their support. Typically, only those
points with a distance less than a given threshold to the point of
interest will be evaluated using the chosen kernel function.
The online testing phase of the algorithm’s extension continuously processes new samples upon their arrival. The time complexity of this phase is much more important in the sense that it
decides whether the algorithm can give real-time or near real-time
responses to a fast-ﬂowing data stream. It is necessary to maintain
those model parameters yielded from the training phase to avoid
repetitive computations at testing time. This is where the concept
of trading space for time applies. As in the oﬄine model training phase, the most computationally demanding steps in the online testing phase are the derivation of k nearest neighbors and the
computation of local density, both of which have a time complexity of O(m · max(n, k)). With the same considerations as previously
discussed, the computational cost can be vastly reduced.
4. Numerical illustration
This section evaluates the proposed approach using synthetic
datasets and a real-world dataset. Concretely, we contrast the online extension of our approach with the LOF online extension,
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SVDD and KPCA using synthetic datasets [27,28]. Then we compare
the Adaptive-KD algorithm with LOF and Parzen window estimate
approach using a dataset from the railway industry. Before diving
into the numerical examples, we brieﬂy introduce some uncovered
approaches which are chosen here for comparison.
Building on the idea introduced in Section 3.4, the LOF approach can be extended to an online mode, the application of
which is explained by [29]. The SVDD approach applies the “kernel trick” to implicitly conduct nonlinear mapping from the original input space to a high-dimensional feature space. It tries to ﬁnd
a minimum volume hyper-sphere that can enclose normal samples
in the feature space [30]. For any testing sample, the outlierness
measure is the difference between the distance from the testing
sample to the hyper-sphere center and the radius of the hypersphere. The larger the measure, the more likely the sample is to
be anomalous. The hyper-sphere can be obtained by minimizing
an objective function containing two terms: the ﬁrst measures the
volume of the hyper-sphere; the second penalizes larger distances
from samples to the hyper-sphere center. An input parameter λ is
needed to address the trade-off between the two. In the following
experiments, we use the Gaussian kernel with an input parameter
σ rbf as the kernel width.
The KPCA approach is based on the spectral theory, which assumes normal samples and anomalies appear as signiﬁcant discrepancies in a lower-dimensional subspace embedding. Similar to
the SVDD approach, KPCA applies the “kernel trick” to extend Principal Component Analysis (PCA) to nonlinear cases. It learns the
normal pattern from a training set by retaining most of the variance in the principal components. Then, the reconstruction error
of the testing samples is used to depict their degree of outlierness
[17]. The higher the reconstruction error, the more a testing sample disagrees with the learned pattern and the more likely it is to
be an anomaly. In the following experiments, we use the Gaussian
kernel with width parameter σ rbf . Further, we let τ denote the proportion of variance retained in subspace.
4.1. Smoothness test using the “aggregation” dataset
In previous sections, we claimed our approach deﬁnes a smooth
local outlierness measure. To justify this claim, we apply the online
extension of the approach to the “aggregation” dataset and compare it to other alternatives. As shown in Fig. 5 (1a), the “aggregation” dataset contains 788 samples forming seven different clusters. The purpose is not to detect anomalies in this dataset. Instead, these samples constitute the training set are considered normal. The testing set is obtained by discretizing the horizontal axis
(from 0 to 40) and the vertical axis (from 0 to 30) using a step size
0.2. This leads to a two-dimensional grid with 30,351 (151 × 201)
intersecting points, i.e., the testing set. Training sets consisting of
multiple clusters are common in reality. Each cluster represents a
normal behavior of the monitored system running in a particular
operational mode.
For all the anomaly detection approaches introduced so far,
each testing sample can be assigned a degree of outlierness. For
comparative purposes, we standardize all the outlierness measures
to a range from 0 to 1. The larger the measure is, the more likely
a testing sample is to be anomalous. In Fig. 5, from subplot (1b) to
(1h), each testing sample is marked by a colored point in the coordinate system. As indicated by the color bar, the degree of outlierness increases as the color evolves from dark blue to dark red
(from bottom to top). Each subplot from (1b) to (1h) corresponds
to a particular approach under a speciﬁc parameter setting. The inﬂuence of parameters c and k on our approach will be explained
later. Here, we simply present the result of our approach when
c = 1 and k = 40. To illustrate how the LOF approach is affected by
parameter k, we try two different settings: k = 20 and k = 40. As

suggested in the original paper on the SVDD approach, the tradeoff parameter λ should take value 1 when the training set is noiseless. Thus, we only vary the width parameter σ rbf in the experiment. We ﬁx parameter τ at 0.9 and vary the kernel width in the
KPCA approach. The corresponding contour curves of the degree of
outlierness are given in subplots (2b) to (2h).
An ideal approach should be able to detect the nonlinear shape
of the clusters. Samples are also expected to have a low degree of
outlierness when they fall inside the clusters, and a large degree
when they are away from the clusters. Moreover, the transition in
the outlierness measure from cluster cores to cluster halos should
be smooth. As subplots (1b) and (2b) suggest, our approach can
correctly detect the shape of the clusters and give a very smooth
local outlierness measure. In addition, the results are fairly robust
to the change of parameter k in this example. Another example of
the contour plot when parameter k = 20 is presented in subplot
(2a). Notice that in the cluster cores, the local outlierness scores
are almost identical. This is caused by the smoothing effect of large
kernel width in high-density regions.
Although the LOF approach can detect the shape of the clusters when k is small, as shown in (1c), it ruins the structure in
the bottom-left two clusters when k takes a relatively large value,
as shown in (1d). Besides, as shown in subplots (2c) and (2d), the
contour curve of the local outlier factor ripples in a wiggly line
from cluster core to cluster halo because the local reachability density, from which the LOF measure is derived, is not a smooth metric. As shown in (1e), the SVDD approach tends to underﬁt and
fails to detect the shape of the clusters in the dataset when the
kernel width is small. When σ rbf is large, the approach can capture the overall shape of different clusters but, again, the measure
of outlierness is not smooth, as indicated by the light blue hollows
inside the clusters in (1f). As opposed to the SVDD approach, the
KPCA approach tends to underﬁt when σ rbf is relatively large. Although the KPCA approach successfully identiﬁes the shape of the
clusters when σ rbf is small, as shown in (1g), its measure of outlierness is not as smooth as the local outlier scores produced using
our approach.

4.2. Effectiveness test using a highly nonlinear dataset: a
two-dimensional toroidal helix
With a setup similar to the one used in the above example, we
apply these approaches to a highly nonlinear dataset and compare
the results. In this instance, the training set is a two-dimensional
toroidal helix containing 10 0 0 samples, as shown in Fig. 6 (1a). It
is clear that our approach can effectively detect the shape of the
data and the contour plot ripples smoothly towards both outside
and inside hollows, as shown in Fig. 6 (1b) and (2b). Again, the LOF
approach can somewhat recognize the shape of the data, but the
contour plot is rather uneven, and the discontinuities in the measure of local outlierness are signiﬁcant, especially when k takes a
large value. The SVDD approach detects the shape when the kernel
width is large, while the KPCA approach works when the width
parameter is small. It seems SVDD performs better than KPCA in
the interior of the toroidal helix, but the outlierness measure of all
three alternatives is not as smooth as we expected.
As we vary parameter k while ﬁxing c in our approach, the
results could appear to be over-smoothing or under-smoothing.
This is mainly because the kernel width deﬁned in formula (8) is
also affected by parameter k. In general, a small k will lead to a
small dk (x) and r, thereby decreasing the overall smoothing effect.
The phenomenon can be compensated for by choosing a larger c.
In Fig. 6 (2a), we present another comparable result; in this example, c = 0.8 and k = 10. The effect of over-smoothing and undersmoothing is elaborated in detail in the next subsection.
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Fig. 5. Smoothness test on the “aggregation” dataset. (1b) and (2a, b) show that the Adaptive-KD approach can recognize the nonlinear structure in the data and the LOS
value is smooth; (1c, d) and (2c, d) indicate the LOF value is unsmooth and the approach is sensitive to its input parameter; (1e, f) and (2e, f) reveal the unsmoothness of
the SVDD approach and underﬁtting may occur with a small kernel width; (1g, h) and (2g, h) demonstrate the unsmoothness of the KPCA approach and it may underﬁt the
problem when using a large kernel width. (For interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

In the above two examples, our purpose is to compare our approach with selected alternatives. Even though a global measure
of outlierness derived from a well-tuned kernel density estimator can achieve comparable smoothness in these examples, it may
fail in a dataset where clusters have signiﬁcant differences in their
densities, as we argued in Section 2.1. To support this claim, we
compare our method with Parzen window estimate on the dataset
given in Fig. 1. In Fig. 7, the ﬁrst row displays the results of our
method under different parameter settings, and the second displays those of the Parzen window estimate. For comparison reason, we apply negative log transformation to the density estimates
obtained by Parzen window estimate to get an outlierness measure. The parameter “frac” was set such that the ﬁxed bandwidth
can encapsulate a certain fraction of neighbors of all the points on
average; the larger the parameter, the larger the bandwidth, and
vice versa. The size of the circles is proportional to the magnitude
of the points’ outlierness. Those points whose outlierness greater
than or equal to point o’s (the one nearby the dense cluster C1,
and suspect of being anomalous) are marked red and solid. Assuming point o is most anomalous in the set, which follows our
intuition, the number of red solid points in the graph yielded by
a satisfactory method should be small. To ﬁnd the best parameter
(resulting less red points) of the two methods, we run grid-search
over the parameter spaces of c and “frac”, respectively. The best

possible result of Parzen window estimate is achieved when fraction is around 1%%, resulting 15 points from the sparse cluster C2
red and solid, see (2b). The best result of our method is achieved
when c is around 0.5, which leads to no point being more anomalous than point o, see (1b). Seeing from other graphs in the ﬁgure,
wrong parameter settings may give rise to worse results in both
methods. This experiment clariﬁes our claim about the drawback
of using Parzen window estimate in outlier detection when data
exhibit different density regions. Further, it illustrates the beneﬁts
of using our method.
4.3. Robustness test using the “ﬂame” dataset
In the following, we describe our use of the “ﬂame” dataset
to determine how the existence of anomalies in the training set
affects the various approaches. We also discuss the robustness of
our approach to the perturbation of input parameters. The “ﬂame”
dataset is shown in Fig. 8 (1a); the top-left-most two points are
considered anomalies. The remaining sub-graphs in Fig. 8 agree
with our assessment of the smoothness and effectiveness of the
approaches in the previous two examples. They also demonstrate
that all approaches are affected by the two anomalies, albeit to
a different extent. As described earlier, the Adaptive-KD approach
naturally has the ability to assign a local outlier score to any sam-
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Fig. 6. Effectiveness test on a two-dimensional toroidal helix dataset. (1b) and (2a, b) show the effectiveness of the Adaptive-KD approach in recognizing the nonlinear
structure in the data; (1c, d) and (2c, d) indicate the LOF value is uneven and discontinuous in the interior of the toroidal helix; (1e, f) and (2e, f) reveal the SVDD approach
performs not as good as our method in the interior of the data; similarly, (1g, h) and (2g, h) demonstrate the KPCA approach performs badly in the interior of the data.

ple in the training set. Thus, the data reﬁnement step in the ofﬂine training stage should be able to capture and discard these two
anomalies and retrain a model on the reﬁned set. Unsurprisingly,
our experiment has also proven the eﬃcacy of our approach to the
reﬁned dataset. The LOF approach can recognize the two anomalies using the same routine. However, it is non-trivial for the SVDD
and KPCA approaches to mitigate the effect exerted by anomalies
in the training set.
The impacts on our approach of perturbing the input parameters are shown in Fig. 9. First, we vary parameter c while ﬁxing k;
the results are shown in (1a) and (1b), and the corresponding contour plots are given in (2a) and (2b). As expected, parameter c directly controls the overall smoothing effect. A small c may cause
the ﬁne details in the data to be enhanced, leading to overﬁtting,
whereas a large one may lead to over-smoothing and underﬁtting.
Note that when a large c is chosen, the inﬂuence of anomalies
in the training set can be somewhat counteracted because the local information at the two anomalies is smoothed out. Second, we
vary parameter k while ﬁxing c; the results are shown in (1c) and
(1d), and the corresponding contour plots are given in (2c) and
(2d). Unsurprisingly, since parameter k has an indirect inﬂuence
on the scale of kernel width, it can affect the smoothing effect in a
manner similar to c. The main difference is that k also decides the
number of reference sets and consequently affects the local out-

lierness measure. This explains why the contour plot shown in (2c)
has a very wiggly interior when k takes a small value.
As with other unsupervised learning approaches, the AdaptiveKD approach relies on the similarity (or dissimilarity) measure between points. Speciﬁcally, the measure LOS computes how similar
one point’s local density is to the densities of its k nearest neighbors. In an extreme case, when k takes the value of the size of
the training set, the measure LOS recovers to a global measure of
outlierness because the nominator in formula (9) is identical for
every point, and the rank in the outlierness measure is simply the
rank in the metric local density in reverse order. If k takes a very
small value, however, the local densities of the very few reference
points may dominate the calculation of the point’s local outlier
score, thereby leading to discontinuities in the outlierness measure, as shown in Fig. 9 (2c). According to our experiments in the
above three examples, the results are fairly robust to changes in
parameter k as long as it does not fall into too large or too small a
range. Thus, we recommend setting k to a reasonably small value to
capture the notion of locality and then adjusting c accordingly. Although the purpose of anomaly detection differs from that of density estimation, some heuristic methods (such as minimizing the
frequentist risk) or Bayesian methods in density estimation applications can be employed to make a preliminary selection of parameter c [31].
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Fig. 7. Parzen window estimate may fail to detect the outlying point o in the dataset shown in Fig. 1. (1b) and (2b) show the best possible results (the less the red points,
the better the result) Adaptive-KD and Parzen window estimate can obtain in their parameter spaces; (1a, c) and (2a, c) present their results under other parameter settings.
(For interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

4.4. Veriﬁcation using a real-world dataset
In the railway industry, a rolling stock wheel-set is one of the
most important subsystems and is essential to service. Its service
life can be signiﬁcantly reduced by failure or damage, as both lead
to accelerated deterioration and excessive costs [32]. To monitor
the health state of rolling stock wheel-sets and initiate maintenance actions accordingly, the Swedish railway industry continuously measures the dynamic forces of wheel-sets in their operation. These measurements may be indicative of faults in the wheelsets, such as surface defects (incl., cracks.), subsurface defects (incl.,
residual stress.), polygonization (incl., discrete defects, roughness.),
wheel proﬁle defects (incl., wheel diameter irregularity), and so
forth. The ability to detect these faults from the measurements is
crucial to system reliability and safety.
High nonlinearity is observed in the sensor measurements, as
shown in Fig. 10, where the vertical forces on the right wheel of a
wheel-set is plotted against its vertical transient forces. The graph
indicates clusters with various densities in the data, possibly corresponding to different loading weights, operational modes, etc. As
we argued in Section 2.1, a global measure of outlierness (such as
the Parzen window estimate approach) may not easily detect faulty
samples which are adjacent to dense clusters. Yet a too simple
linear method might not be able to capture the nonlinear structure in the data. Notably, this high nonlinearity appears in other
features in the dataset, which further rationalizes the need for a
model with suﬃciently expressive power.
We construct the dataset for veriﬁcation using the following
procedure. (i) We randomly select 10,0 0 0 samples from the wheelsets force data pertaining to normal operating conditions; the time
of measurement is from September to December 2015. (ii) We

then apply the Adaptive-KD algorithm on the dataset and ﬁlter out
those samples with signiﬁcantly large local outlier scores, leaving
us with 9940 samples considered representative of the normal behavior of the wheel-sets. (iii) We add 30 samples considered abnormal to the dataset; these are obtained by tracing historical failure data and the re-proﬁling parameters that are regularly measured at wagon inspection workshop. The ﬁnal dataset comprises
9970 samples, of which 30 are anomalies. The data have eight dimensions: vertical forces on the wheel of both sides, lateral forces
on the wheel of both sides, vertical forces on the axle, angle of
attack, and vertical transient forces on the wheel of both sides.
To verify the proposed approach, we apply the Adaptive-KD algorithm on the wheel-set force dataset and compare it with the
LOF and the Parzen window estimate (for anomaly detection) approaches using the Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve.
The ROC curve is a well-established graphical tool that can display
the accuracy of a binary classiﬁer. It plots the True Positive Rate
(TPR) against the False Positive Rate (FPR) at various threshold settings, and hence it is threshold independent. The larger the area
under the curve (AUC), the better accuracy a classiﬁer can achieve.
We set parameter k for both the LOF approach and our approach
at 40; parameter c in our approach is set at 0.5; the kernel width
(the Gaussian kernel) for the Parzen window estimate approach is
set such that a point’s average number of neighbors is 2 percent of
the sample size in the dataset. As shown in Fig. 11, the AdaptiveKD approach outperforms the other two in terms of the accuracy.
The AUC values of these approaches are 0.9974, 0.9828, and 0.9762
(see the legend in Fig. 11), respectively. Although the three AUC
values seem to differ only slightly, this can make a huge difference
in reducing potential production losses and maintenance costs in
practice.
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Fig. 8. Robustness test on the existence of two anomalies in the training set. All the four approaches are affected by the two anomalies in the data. With the data reﬁnement
step, our method can retrain a model and hence be robust to these anomalies. Admittedly, LOF can use a similar routine to get robustness but it is unsmooth. It is not easy
for the SVDD and KPCA approaches to mitigate the effect exerted by anomalies in the training set.

Fig. 9. Robustness test on the perturbation of input parameters. (1a, b) and (2a, b) show c controls the overall smoothing effect. A small c may lead to overﬁtting and a large
one may cause underﬁtting; (1c, d) and (2c, d) show that k can also play a similar role as c but less signiﬁcant.
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Fig. 10. High nonlinearity exists in a real-world dataset.
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tween different points and assigns each point a degree of being an
anomaly, namely, a local outlier score (LOS). LOS is deﬁned here as
a relative measure of local density between a point and a set of
its neighboring points, and local density is the similarity measure
evaluating how similar one point is to its neighboring points. To
achieve smoothness in the measure, we adopt the Gaussian kernel
function. To enhance the measure’s discriminating power, we use
locality dependent kernel width: wide kernel widths are applied in
high-density regions, while narrow ones are used in low-density
regions. By doing so, we can blur the discrepancy between normal samples and intensify the abnormality of potentially anomalous samples. When Silverman’s rule is adopted, the recognition of
regions of different density simply becomes a rough estimate of
density, i.e., the average distance from one point to its k nearest
neighbors (in a negative correlation).
Based on the numerical illustration, we conclude the following: (i) The approach is able to recognize nonlinear structures in
the data. (ii) The proposed local outlier score is a smooth measure. Further, local outlier scores of points in cluster cores are
nearly identical and those in cluster halos are signiﬁcantly larger.
This indicates the locality dependent kernel width can enhance
the power to discriminate in anomaly detection tasks. (iii) With
the data reﬁnement step, the online extension of the proposed approach is more robust to the existence of anomalies in the training set. It is also more robust to changes in parameter k than is
the LOF approach. (iv) The interpretability of the approach is much
greater than other kernel methods which implicitly conduct nonlinear transformations from the input space to a feature space. (v)
The experiment on the industrial dataset shows the applicability of
the algorithm in real-world applications.
The following considerations are left to future work: (i) Our
approach can be extended to detect faults in non-stationary data
streams in a temporal context, using, for example, the sliding window strategy [9]. (ii) The computation can be speeded up by using
other smoothing kernel functions with compact support, but the
impact of using another kernel function needs to be fully investigated.
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Fig. 11. ROC curve comparison to different approaches on the wheel force data.

After a faulty sample is identiﬁed using our approach, it may
be useful to investigate the reason for declaring a point abnormal.
This can be informative for the ensuing procedure of fault diagnosis, which probes the type, source and severity of the underlying
faults. In our approach, in all calculations, it is possible to trace
back to the point’s k nearest neighbors, kernel width, local density, and local outlier score. With this knowledge, a preliminary
explanation for the abnormal behavior of the recognized anomalous sample may be posited. Notably, it is nontrivial to analyze the
results of approaches which implicitly conduct nonlinear transformations, such as the SVDD approach. This shows another merit of
our approach – interpretability – over some of the kernel methods.
5. Conclusion
This paper presents an unsupervised, density-based approach to
anomaly detection from nonlinear systems. Like many other unsupervised learning approaches, it uses the similarity measure be-
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Appendix
This section introduces the use of the “log-sum-exp” trick to
the “log-sum-sum-exp” operation appeared in the ﬁrst term of formula (9). The key point in using the “log-sum-exp” trick is to reduce numerical instability resulted from calculating the exponent
of suﬃciently large (overﬂow) or small (underﬂow) values. In formula (9), the use of the “log-sum-exp” trick to the second term
is fairly straightforward. Now we detail the use of the trick to the
ﬁrst term as follows:
The ﬁrst term has the form of “log-sum-sum-exp”. Without loss
of generality, we simplify the original problem to the following
problem:

z = log
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exp xi j

j
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where z is the desired quantity and xij is a scalar. Let m = max xi j ,
i, j

then we have
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The above derivation explains the use of the trick to the ﬁrst
term in Eq. (9).
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